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1. INTRODUCTION

The past seven years or so have seen a remarkable grovrth in the interest in and

promotion of what has been termed a "human rights-based approach", (HRBA)

in whlch goals and Processes of international assistance refl'ect the principles and

norrns ernbodied in the international human rights instruments'

Human rights-base<i approaches are not necessarily confined to development

activities, but they have received particular attention within this sphere' Efiorts

to reinforce human rights and democratization as a cro$s-cutting or important

element in developruentworkhave withou! a4ydoqbt cgntlibutedto the factthat

human rights-based approaches have become almost exclusively retated to the

field of development. Ii rnsst be emphasized, however, that such approaches

could weli become integral elements in other efforts of planned and institutional

cha*ge, as already witiessed in public service delivery reform in a number of

western countries.

we see human rights-based approaches primarily as a means of integrating

human rights principles and aspiratlons into other measures of planned and

institutional processes. An important caveat - and one that we seek to keep in

focus throughout this chapter * is that human rights-based approaches are not'

and shoulJ ,ro, be, applied to all economic, social, political, and other

institutio*al change. lit *"r, rights principles are relevant in the field of

development, and ir*uo rights should permeate development efl'orts' but there

are certainly areas of the develtrpment universe where human rights may have a

lesser role to play in d.etermining what is done and not done.

This is then a crucial point of d.pu.t.tre of this chapter: Human rights-based

approaches will imply * diff.r"r,t design of development interventions, but not of

ail development interventio*s. There is a certain caution which needs to be
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asserted in making a human rights-based approach apanacea{or all development
efforts. :

The increased attention to a human rights-base<l approach has taken place in
an international human rights clirnate where the importance ofeconomic, social
and culturai rights is being reconfirmed; where poverty is repeatedtybeing stated
as a denial of human rights; and where there is a growing consensus that the
currert human rights challenge has gone beTond a standard $etting and has
becorne one of implernentation, These changes are rnatched, in part, by the
development world though an acceptance of human rights as a Iegitimate
concern for international assistance and a view that development assistance
should remain poverty-focused in deed as well as in words. Development
interventions should be human-centered and process orientecl with coacepts of
empowerrnent, accountabiliry and participation as common currency.

In this chapter we examine the emergence of human rights-based approaches
to developmenL and explore the aims, imphcations, and value of adopting the
approach. The ratioaale of a human rights-based approach is that human rights
and development are interconnected and that it "add$ value" to this relationship.
But what exactly is the value added and what policy or institutional changes are
implied? In addressing these questions, the chapter takes its point of departure
in existing notions and practices of human rights-based approaches and
examines and clarifies the conceptual elements and modes of operationalization.
It critically examines the inherent assumptions, strengths, .and weaknesses in
order to suggest ways to make a human rights-based approach operational in
development assistance.

Much uncertainty exists on the interpietation of what a humen rights-based
approach may irnpiy for donors and beneficiaries of development aid. This
chapter is inspired by an objective of addressing this uncertainty. In seeking
realistic ways of making human rights succeed in developrnent assistance, we
hope to clarify some of the prevaiiing questions.

The chapter takes departure in the origins and definitions of hurnan rights-
based approaches and reflections about the scope of the approach, Operational
strategies are discussed while analysing comrlon principles of human rights- .

based approaches. The third section asks what the underlying assumptions of
human rights-based approaches in development are. How are they justifiedl
What are the $trengths and weaknesses of these approaches? To what degree are
the inherent assumptions and propositions sound? The final and concluding
section of the chapter discusses the value-added dimensions of the human rights-
based approach and its limitations
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clrapter 3. Ihe Irnplicatioas an<l Value Added of a Human Rights-Based Approach

2. BACKGROUND

development'2

Discounting the PurelY Political reasofls for various blocs taking their

respective positions, mar$r challenged the justification of economic and social

rights, and thus important linkages between human rights and develoPment'

Economic and social rights were disPuted on the grounds that theY were

collective rights; that they confused goals and rights by entailing Positive

,bligations that could not realistically be fulfilled; and that they identified no

specific duty holder - in sum, they lacked the cogency and justiciability that were

argued to be intrinsic to the nature of human rights'3

In fact, human rights and development remained two separate sphsres

institutionaily and oPerationa lly well into the 1980s, and the recent

Mary Robinson, United Nations High Commissionel of Human Rights at International

Conference, "stopping the Economic Exploitalion of Children: New Approaches to Fighting

Poverty As a Means of Implemeating Hur*an Rights?" {Hattingen, Germanyr February

At a conference in 2000, the High commissioner of Human Rights stated that:

Poverty eradication without ernpowerrnent is unsustainable' Social integration

without minority rights is unimaginable. Gender equality withotrt women's

rights is illusory. Fuliemployment without workers' rights may be no more than

a lromise of sweatshops, exploitatioo and slavery. The logic of human rights in

development is inescaPable. I

a human rights-based approach to development shares this logic, or more

specifically, would be the operational expression of it' 
,-

Whether or not human rights are linked intrinsicallyto human developmeot'

t}e exact nature of the logic is not clear. Indeed, it could be said that the role

0,"* o, the interrelatio*ship between human rights and developffient has been

contested ajmost since the adoption of the universal Declaration of Human

Rights in 1948 (UDHR). Later, contestation erupted about the right to

development, and disputes arose on the interrelationship behveen categories of

rights, whether politiial and civil rights could be sacrif'ced for development or

*ieth., any development had to beloregone by a political system based on the

respect of tn. rights. Discussion on the interrelationship not only became

entangled in the politics of decolonisation but also quickly became a poiat of

confrontation in the cold war. The human rights regime was seen as $restioning

the sovereigntyof states, and it was often asked if there was an underiying liberal-

capitalist *g9"4" being attached to the imposition of human rights in

22-24,2000).
Kevia Boyte, Stock-taking on Human Rights: The Wotld Conference ott Human lt,g}?ts (Vienna:

1993), pp. 89 ff., i. In D"avid Beetham ied.;, Politics and H*man Rrghfs {Oxford: B}ackwell

1995), pp. 79-95.
David Beetha m, Demacrsc? and, Humanftrgfrrs (Cambridg* Polity Press' 1999)' p' 115'Wz'
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rapprochement between them rests on a number of events or advaflCes'

politically, conceptually, and institutionally which have come together to create

the circumstances that irnbue the logic of a human rights-based approach with

its rationale.
While the drafters of the UDHR might have imagined a close interrelationship

between economic, social, cultural civil, and political rights, as wel1as berween

these rights and development, controversy during the drafting Process codified

these rigfrts in two separate treaties and placed development in a different sphere

altogether. The adoption in 1986 of the Declaration on the Right to Development

can be seen as ur, *tt *pt to realign developurent urith human rights and

emphasize the interrelationship of human rights as eavisaged by the UDHR' In

its preamble, the Declaration held that human rights and development were

' interdependent. It further stated that the right to development is "an inalienable

right bi virtue of which every human Person and all peoples are entitled to

participate in, contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political

developm.ent, in which all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be

realised".4 It went on to provide that "ttre human person is the celtral subject of

development and should be an active participant and beneficiary to the right to

development".s The main duty-holder of the right to development remained the

state, but much more emphasis is placed on the obligations of'the international

community to facilitate dev"loPment and effectively remove obstacles for the

realization of the right to developrnent.

A change in the internationalpolitical climate was nece$sary before the issues

raised by the right to development again came to the fore. With the demise of the 'i

Soviet Union, a flew global order started to emerge based on princiPles of

L democratizatign, participation, and interaational cooperation. A new sense of

international commitment could be discerned, together with a recognitiofl of the

need to strengthen the international. community in a globalized worid, where the

challenges to be addressed stretched beyond the bounds of any single nation

state. r

In this new political environmeot, many of the old divisions were laid to rest,

and humao ,ightr gained a I}fJw prorninence in international politics.6 Thrgets

for develop*.rrt, first set forth during noteworthy conferences and surnmits of

the 1990s,i were later adopted at the Millenniurn Assembly of the United Nations

a Declaratiorr on the Right to Developrnent, adopted by the General Assembly Resolution

4lll28,of December 4, 1986.
5 lbid.
6Hans-Ottosano,GoadGovernance,AccountabilityandHumanRights'inHans-Ott1S1no'

Gudmundur Al.fretlsson, ancl Robin clapp G. Alfredson (eds), Hutne* Rights and Good

Governafice,('fhe Hague: Martinas Nijhoff, Z0Oz)' pp' 123-146'
z Notably, these wete ti" ruo Confere.nie on Etvironment and Developmettt in 1993' the 1994

IJN lnternational Cotference ii Cairo on Population and Development it Cairo, the i993
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chapter 3. The Implications and value Added of a Human Rights-Based Approach

and elaborated in concrete terms in the Millennium Report- fhe Millennium

Development Goals are often referred to as reflecting a human rights-based

uppror.f,, especially by UN olgans. In human rights terrns, however, the Vienna

DJchration of 1993, establishing an agenda for the new world order' was lnore

signi-ficant and underscored the indivisibiliry and equal priority of all rights -
*Jonomir, social, cultural, civil and political. Not least it recognized that

democracS d.evelopment, and human rights aIe interdependent and mutually

reinforcing'
With these political changes, the relationship between hurnan rights and

development started to mr:ve from being concePtual toward being intentional, in

the sense that key actors within the development communily started to integrate

human rights concerns into their mandates a*d policies. Thus, the I990s saw a

host of supportive statements on the interdepen dence of develoPment and human

rights, especially in terms of policy declarations on the need for further

integration, mainstreaming, collaboration, and analysis . in response to this new

interest, an Independent Expert on the Right to Development was appointed in

1998 and started to defi.ne the scope and nature of the right to development'

Efforts were intensified to clarify the content of economic and social rights.If the

post-coid war political climate recharged the human rights agenda and

confirmed the interdePendence between human rights and development, it was

the conceptual work around economic, social, and cultural rights that provided

much of the normative elements needed to operationalize the relationship in

terms of rights. The general comments of the Committee on Economic, Social,

and Cuitural Rights and documents such as the Maastricht Guidelines and

Limburg PrinciPles have done rnuch to dilute the stark contrast between civil

and politicai rights on the one hand, and economic and social rights on the other'

The focus on econor$ic and social rights also devolved the traditi.onal attention

from a strict state-centered human rights regime toward other duty-bearers and

sparked the elaboration of n.gw rnethods and meafls of accountability that went

beyond strict legal procedures a d.evelopment that was important in

operationalizing a human rights-based approach'

Another trend in international relations emphasizing the role of hurnan

rights was the reform Process of the UN that started itr 1997, in which human

ri[lts were reconfirmecl as a key priority of the UN. Accordingly, human rights

became a cros$-cutting issue for the four main fieidse of the UN. The call of the

Secretary General on alI entities of the Uti to rnainstream human rights into

world conference on HumanRiglrfs in vienna, and the copenhagen social summit in L995'

8 General Assernbly, Vienna Declaration, and Ptogramme of Action, UN Doc' A/CONF l57l23

(|uly 12, 1993). , , _,r-. .

e peace and securitp economic an<l social affairs; development cooptration; and humanltarian

affairs. see secretary General's RePort, Renewing the united Nations: A Programme for
Reforrn.LlN Doc. (A/51/9s0) (iuly 14, 1997)'
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their activities represented a political endorsement and heightened interest in a

human rights-based approach. Through the 1990s, the relationship between
human rights and development moved from an academic acknowledgeinent
toward a growing willingness to operationalize these intentions.

A final set of influences in support of a human rights-based approach to
development was a moyement from a growth-centered to a rnore human and
poverty-centered agenda of developrnent. Already during the 1970s, the idea had
ernerged that development should be directed toward basic needs. Other concepts
started to surface thathighlighted the importance of gender and vulnerability in
development, the value ofparticipation and ownership for effective sustainability,
and the "holistic nature" of poverty. Even more important was the introduction
of the concept of good goyernance by the Worid Bank during the late i980s.

' While initial definitions of the concept were mainly technical and apolitical, it
implied a re-emergence of the state as a cerrtral actor within the development
paradigm. These conceptual innovations not onlyhighlighted a number of issues

aiready central to human rights, but also led to the development of tools and
practices that have influenced subsequent attempts to integrate human rights
i*to development activities.

3. DEFINING HUMAN RIGHTS.BASED
APPROACHES

The Office of the High Commissionqr for Human Rights (OHCHR) has defined a
human rights-based approach in the following manner;

A human rights-based approach is a conceptual framework for the process of
human development that is normatively based on internationai human rights
standards and operationally directed to promoting and protecting human rights.
It seeks to analyse inequalities which lie at the heart of development problems
and redress discriminatory practiees and unjust distributions of power that
i.mpede development progress. While there is no universal recipe for a human
human rights-based approach, United Nations Agencies have nonetheless agreed
a nurnber of essential attributes:

As development policies and programmes are formuiated the main objective
should be to fulfil human rights.
A human human rights-based approach identifies rights-holders and their
entitlements and corresponding duty-bearers and their obligations, and
works towards strengthening the capacities of rights-holders to rnake their
claims aud of duty-bearers to meeting their obligations.
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l:. principles and standardsl0 derived frors international human rights treaties

l, ,to.rfj guide all development cooperatior afld Programming in all sectors

and in *11ph*... of the Programming process'lr

The definition ad.opted by OHCHR, which is also used by other uN members

like the UNDP, can be compared to a deflnition used by care International'

which states:

, An approach that deliberately and explicitly focuses on people achieving the

rninimum condition for iiving with dig;iry (i.e. achieving their human rights)' It

does so by exposing the rootslof ,ulr,eiabiiity and marginalization and expanding

the range of responses. It empowers people to ciaim their rights and fulfil their

responsibilities. A human rights-basea approactr recognizes poor, displaced and war-

aflected people as having iriherent *ghi-essential to livelihood security rights that

are validated by international law'12

Both of the definitions quoted relate human rights-based approaches to a type of

development which focuses or justice, non-discrimination' marginalized groups

*na ,tit 
"-related 

empowermen; For Care International' hurnan rights-based

appfoaches ,r. m*inly associated with processes of ellpowerment' rryhile for

OHCHR the emphasis is on strengthening duty-Uearers- as well as rights-holders'

The issue of poverry is not mentiJned in itre OHCHR definition' while it plays a

significant role in the Care text'

The major clistinction between these two definitions is' therefore' that the

foimer maf focus eqUally on duty-holders and on righfs*claimantsinasmlrch as

this deflnition emphasizes accountability, wirile the latter has a point cf departure

in the claims of the rights-holders. Both of the definitions impiy' howevet that a

human rights-based approach PresuPposes a particular character of deveiopment

* that is, one based on equity, iorr.,y eradication, participation and the

redressing of injustices. Interpleted in this way, a human rights-based approach

becomes an iategral element of t ho**n development approach characterized by

key concept, ,*t as participation, emPowerrnent, and support for vulnerable

and marginal grouPs'I3

ro Accorcling to OIICHR, among the operational PrinclPles to be observed in the Programming

process arei universalitY and inalienabilitY, indiv isibility, interdePendence and

interrelatedness, and non-discrirnination, participation and inclusion, and
equality

1l

12

accountability and the rule oflaw' 
roach to dewloptnent

iee OHCHR , Itreguently asked quesliofis on a humatr nghts-based.app

co operation, (United Nations, 2006)'

see cARE International-ru**.prr*titlglights.org and care Denmark' 2s09' Rights-Based

Approach, Guideiines. Fiaal Draft'

T.he human development approach becarne a strategy of organizations such as UNDP and

UNICEF during the late fSSOs ana early 1990s. n*i"top*.nt with a human face' based on
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In commenting on the relationship between a human development approach
and a human rights-based approach, the Independent Expert appointed by the
Human fughts Commission on the Right to Development argues that:

The hurnan rights approach to development added a further dimension to
development thinking. while the human development approach aims at rcalilzrn!4

individuals' freedom by making enhancemeat of their capabilities the goal of
deveiopment policy, the human rights approach focuse$ on the claims that indtviduals
havt on the conduct of State and other agents to secure their capabilities and
freedoms.la

Added to this emphasis on individuals claiming rights, there is also an implicit
focus on how to strengthen the abitity and accountability of the state and other
duty-holders to meet rights-based demands.

There are, therefore, three possible criteria defining a human rights-based
approach to development:

a human rights-based approach to development cooperation will redefine
development objectives according to human rights obligations. Not all goals
of development work may relate expiicitly to human rights, but it is clear that
human rlghts standards are contributing to define t.he main goals of
development;1s

a human rights-based approach to development is characterized by efforts to
integrate hurnan rights principles such as non-discrimination and equality,
partlctpaligg and inelusioa into the processes of implementingdevelopment
objectives;

a human rights-basqd approach empowers people to claim their rights. This
criterion anchors a human rights-basetl approach in measures of
strengf}ening advocacy. A rights-based developrnent approach may place a

similar eraphasis on processes of strengthening dufy-bearers and their

coaceptions of human capabilily, poverty eradication, participation, environmental safe-
guards, and gendered empowerm€nt lvere characteristic traits.
Commission on Human Rights, Open-Ended Working Group on the Right to Development.
Itourth Report of the lndependent Expert on the Right to Development, Arjun Sengupta,
submitted in accordance with the Committee Resolution 2001/9, UN Doc. EICN/LIZOOZ|
WC18.2 (I)ecember 20, 2001).
ODI, the Overseas Development Institute, earlier defi,ned a rights-based approach accordinglyr
'h rights-based approach to development sets the achieyement ofhomno rightr as an objective
of deveiopmentpolicy" (i999), Compared tothe formulation of OHCHR, the OI)Iformulation
is more restrictive inasrnuch as realization of human rights is set as the goal and objective of
developrnent policy, Interpreted in this wa5 human rights realizatioa will define what
development policy should be. The later formularion of OHCHR provides for a less rigorous
way of irnplementing a rights-based approach.

14
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3. The Implications ancl Value Aclded of a Human Rights-Based Approach

accountability as regards claims rnade or as regards objectives of realizi*g

human rights.

j:

i. THE SCOPE OF RIGHTS.BASED DEVELOPMENT

tiefining the criteria of HRBA to Development, it was stated above that not all

of development may be described in human rights terms. In other words,

need to reflect on the scope of the approach' How far does it extend in terms

development interventions and suPPort? To what degree should

development agencies in general incorPorate the notion?

In i*terpreting the right to development, the UN's IndePendent ExPert on

Right to Developmenr establishes a close Iinkage between a hurtan rights-

approach and the right to development' In his third report, the IndePendent

Expert states;

Regarding the right to development as a human right implies two things, especially

when that right refers to a process of develoPment. First, the realization of each

human right and of all of them togetl'rer has to be carried out in a rights-based

manner, as a participatory, accountable and transparent Process with equity in

decision-making and sharing of the fruits of the process while maintainirtg resPect

for civil and political rights. Secondly, the objectives of development should be

expressed in terms of claims or entitlements of rights-holders which dufy-bearers

must protect and promote in accordance with international hurnan rights standards

of equiti, and justice.i5

The assumption here that the objectives of develoPment should be expressed in

terms of claims or efltitlements of rights-holders which duty-bearers must protect

and prornote, represents a quest for restructuring development processes'

including the granting of deveiopment aid'

Accoiding to this understanding, however, the Independent Expert is

promoting otry broad * and not, in our view; realistic * model that expects

to**r, rights-based approaches to guide al} development e.fofts' A similar

human rilhts-based approach was once suggested by Andr6 Frankovits and

Patrick Earle, of the Hurnan Rights Council of Australia, who argue that: 
*In

16 Commis$ion on Human Rights' Working GrouP on the Right to DeveloPm e*t, RePort of the

Independert t Expert on the Right to Dewlopment, Arjun SenguPta' pursuant to Gcueral

Assembiy Resolution 54/175 a*d Commission on Human Rights Resolution E/CN'41

Resl2000/5. UN Doc.

lntersentia
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effect, human rights and development are not distinct $eparate qpheres.

Development should in fact be seen as a subset ofhuman rights".tz
This position can be read as a grand scheme for the restructuring of

development assistance according to human rights norms and instruments.
Sorne human rights scholars tend to argue that the traditional development
model has failed and that it has had a negative or detrirnental impact on poor or
marginalized popuiations. One question remains important, however: Can a
rights-based framework remedy the structural or institutional ailments of the
developing world? Or rnore speciflcally, when development policies harre failed,.
is it because of a failure to include a rights framework, or is it because of political
interference, corrupt state leaders and institutions, inadequate resources or
capacitp or local class orpolitical struggles?

Our view that a broad and all-encornpassing approach is not realistic is partly
based on an understanding of existing practices of development, where oniy a
few cases of hurnan rights-based approaches prevail. More important, however,
is our contention that a reorganization of development programs according to an
all encompassing rights-based pattern must be based on a realistic assumption of
real value-added in incorporating a human rights approach in aII corners of
development thinking. It cannot be based oniy on a normatiye interpretation.

3.2. IUSTITYING HUMAN RIGHTS.BASED APPROACHES
IN DEYETOPMENT

The deliberations and strategizing of a human rights-baied approach have been
based so far on concerns with current development practices, but many of the
concerns raised are of a general and unfocused nature. A document by OHCHR
refers to the "essentially pragmatic and empiricist approach of development
professionals" and the inherent instrumentalist propositions ofsuch an approach,
which is then contrasted with a normative-Iegal onels Structural adjustment
policies and donor conditionality J gp, is, the imposition of policy benchmarks
that the developing state shouid achieve as a condition of receiving ioans and
assistance - are often seen by human rights experts to be a dominant trait of past

Andr€ Frankovits and Patrick Earle, The Rtghx way to Development: A Human Rights
Approach to Development Assistan*, Policy and Practlce (Maroubra: Ihe Human Rights
Cou*cil of Australia, Inc.,2001), p. 25.
Craig Mokhibe\ Human Rights in Deuelopme*t; What, Why, How (Geneva: OHCHR, 2000).
Available at wwwvivatinternational-orglL%2APOYERTY%20ERADICATICINihuman_
rights-in* devt.htrn.

l7
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Chapter 3. The Implications and Value Added of a Human Rights-Based Approach

policies. Such policies are believed to exacerbate already existing

biasm of an overriding economistic policy.le

,::.. It can, however, be argued that human rights agencies, in devising their
:respective 

human rights-based approaches, have been rnore concerned with the

human rights prism than with a rnore thorough exploration of development

thinking. Thus, the basic principles discussed in section four are characterized

by general human rights concerns rather than by d.evelopment concerns. This

.ooid 6ean that a better understanding of the value added of a human rights-

based approach might be hampered by the fact that its basic tenets have not realiy

been exposed to the development context. This seems particularly true as regards

the insertion of key concepts like universality and indivisibility'

Figure 1, elaborated by Siddiqur Osmani, illustrates a particular

u*derstanding of the origins and genealogy of HRBA and its relationship to the

right to development.20 The diagram shows that a human rights approach to

development derives frorn two sources - from development and from human

rights activities. The human rights approach to development leads, in turn, to

the irnplementatiofl or realization of the right to development.

In our opinion, there are two principal objections to the figure as it stands,

however. First, the figure PresuPposes that the right to development has been

formulated based on development experiences. This is the case only to a limited

degree. The right to developrnent hardly expresses any strong interpretation of

learning from development work except as regards very Seneral notions about

the North-South relationshiP.

Figure I

Development

HRApproach to Development # Right to Development

Human Rights

Secondly, the figure can be interpreted 'to mean that a human rights-based

approach to development precedes the right to development in chronological

terms. Such an interpretation would, however, be problematic inasmuch as the

right to development and human rights-based approaches have been interpreted

on parallel tracks, so to speak.

Frankovits and Eafle, supra., nate 17, p.36, See also Patrick Van Weerelt, \hc Application of a

Human Rights Approach to Develapment: What Is the Added Value? (New York: UNDP'

2000).

The figure was presented at rhe Nobei Symposium in Oslo, October 2003.

19
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As an alternative, we have tried to use the model of Figure I as a source of

inspiration for Figure 2. This Iatter figure sketches two parallel tracks that have

occurred almost simultaneouslp Development and human rights Programs have

eagendered a cornmon inspiration, namely the concept of a husran rights-based

approach to development. This approach is currently inspiring new practices of

human rights-based approaches a.rnong donors as well as arlong international

NGOs andlocal NGOs.

Figure 2

Development

HR Approach. to Developrnent ..*""* Right to Development

Human Rights

Normative

Human Rights -..-..-"-".-.-... Right toDevelopment # Understanding
ofHRBA

A parallel process (as adopted, for example, by the Independent Expert of the

tluman Rights Commissioilzl) i$ a normatiye one that is inspired by the right to

development. OHCHR and UNDP have also been involved in a normative

understanding of rights-based deveiopment.

fhemodel stresses that there are normative as well as practical dimensions in
justifyiag a human rights-based app'-oach. Implicit in the normative track is an

assumption that HRBA derives from discourse$ ofl the riglit to development.

One major chaiienge of the broader application of a human rights-based

approach is, therefore, to explore the linkages between normative and practical

cotrcern$ of the development context - that is, to facilitate a strong dialogue

Interestingly, the first report elaborated by the Independent Expert does not refer to a rights-
based approach; see IJN Economic and Social Council, Commission on Hunan Rights (1999).

Study on the Cunent State of Progress in the Implernentatian of the Right to Development, .

submitted by Arjun K. Sengupta, Independent Expert, Pursuaut to Cammission Resolution

t9g8/72 and General Assembly 53/155. Orly in later reports does the lndependent Expert refer

speciEcally to a rights-based approach. In the second reportr it was stressed that "..,the rights

approach to development is not the same thing as realizing the right to development" (see LrN

Doc, ElCN.4/2000.\4rG.18/CRP.1 [September 2000], p. 4), while in the third report, it was

stated that ".,.the realization ofeach human right and atl ofthem together has to be carried

out in a rights-based manner,.." (see UN Doc. E/CN.4/2001/WG.1812 f]anury 2001]' p. 8). '

1be tendency in the writings ofthe Independent Expert has been to strengthen the linkages

between the right to development and righrs-based approaches; see aiso Margot E. Salomon

and Arjun Sengupta, The Right to Development: Obligations o! States and the Righ* of
Minorities and Ind.igenous Peoples (London: Minority Rights Group lnternational,2003).

2l
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between development bxperiences and human rights norms about developrnent'

The norrns inherent in the Declaration on the Right to Development have to be

incorporated. in practical development efforts as part of a mainstreaming efftlrt'

It would, however, be premature to argue that this has already happened in

deveiopment thinking and practices'

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

PRINCIPLES

4,I.THERELATI0NSHIPBETWEENC0NCEPTSAND
OPERATIONALIZATION

one critique of the human rights-based approaches concerns the alleged

discrepancy between human rights principles and the reality of rights' Bas de

Gaay Fortman states that while 
ithe whole world apPears to have a rnouth fulI of

human rights, iri terrns of implernentation one uright still speak of a crisis"'tz He

ar$ues that the basic weakness of humaa rights is that they are mainly proclaimed

rather than imPlemented.z3

Surely, that the reality does not correspond to the law does not necessarily

rerrrove the relevance of the law. Indeed, as }ack Donnelly has brilliantly argued'

;; ;;;;;i rtglr" is that the fewer you possess, the more important they

becorne.24

Another, and equally serious aspect of the critique, is prrrportecl by Peter

Uviir, arguing tlat homan rights-based approaches introduce little more than

.,rhetorical, feel good .hung.;25 or serYe "i 
"a eg leaf for the continuation of

;;;;;;"";,ru wilh litrleto offer ia the way of operational practice' As always' it

is refreshing when someone points out that the emperor has no clothes' While

acknowledging the discrepancy between the conceptual and operational level of

human rights-based approaches, however, we posit that the discrepancybetween

the normative and tt op.rutionai level stems not from conceptual sinister

motives, brit rather from the fast that human rights-based approaches originate

from legal principles, which are still in the process of being inscribed into

practice.

Bas de Gaay Fortman, "'Rights-Based Approaches': Any New Thing Under the Sun?" IDEA

Newsletter (December 2000)-

Ibid.
Iack Donnell y,llniversal Human Rights in Theory atd Practice (New York cornell university

Press,2002).
peter uvin, on High Moral Ground: The lncorporatian of Human Rtgh* by the Developwtent

nniuprri, p. t. *riailaUte at hgp://fletch€r.tufti.eduipraxis/archives/xvii/Uvin'pdfl

Ibid.
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4.2. COMMON PRINCIPTES OF HUMAN RIGHTS-BASED
APPROACHES?

A critique ofhuman rights-based approaches calls attention to the importauce of

their qrerationai implications and, ultimately, questions whether they will

change the reality of those in need of developrnent. Hence, we ask: What does a

human rights-based approach have to offer current development paradigms?

What kind of changes do rights-based organizations ProPose? How have

development programmes changed?

The ways in which organizations conceptualize a human rights-based

approach differ, as has been noted, and these differences become eYen more

apparent when one exarnines how organizations operatiortalize the approach,

' Variations are unayoidable - and indeed necessary - for organizations operating

with different mandates, programs, and implementation capabilities. For an

approach Whose main values are said to be coherence, transparency, and an

increased possibility for coordination, some consistency might, however, be

warranted.
Despite these differences, it is possible to discern a number of common

constituent elements or principles within the various applications of a human

rights-based approach. While the terms mayvary, most organizations emphasize

principles such as universality, interdependence between rights, accountability,

participation, non-discrimination, and empowermerrt.zT A closer examination of

these principles and how they have been interpreted and translated into practice

follows.2s

4,3. UNIVERSATITY AND INALIENABITITY

In human rights terfirs, universality relates to the foundational principle of the

Universal Declaration, stating that "recognition of the inherent dignity and of

the equal and inaiienable rights of ail members of the human family is the

foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world". A broad understanding

of the principle could translate needs into rights held by "all people, everywhere,

and at all tirnes", simply by virtue of being human. It implies both an aspiration,

namely that the enjoyment of rights should become universal (and thus, areas

n Craig G. Mokhiber, tluman Rights in Develop:nent: What, 1,Vhy and How (Generd; UN

oHCHR,zOAq.
28 It is important to note that when we refer to "operationalize" or other terms relating to

operatiotalizatioil, we are primarily referring to intentions, guidelines, and action plane; we

are not determining how or if these have been carried out in practice. In general, a number of

organizatioas applying a rights-based approach have not moved beyond the intentional or

piloting phase.

\-_
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with an identified rights deficit should be targeted), and an obligation, namely

that all individuals should be treated as holders of rights. In essence, then, by

being a questiofl of rights rather than charity, development transforms itself into

a matter ofjustice.2e

These principles were promoted by the UN Secretary General as one of the

defiuing aspects of a human rights-based approach:

A hgman rights-based approach to development describes situations not simply in

terms of hurnan needs, or of deveiopment requirements, but in terms of society's

obligations to respond to the inalienable rights of individuals. It empowers people to

demand justice as a right, not as a charity and gives communities the moral basis

from which to claim international assistance where needed.30

Similar statements can be found by others who support a human rights-based

approach. UNDP notes that the vision of a human rights-based approach is "to

secure the freedom, well-being and dignity of all people everywhere".sl UNICEF

explicitly adopts univer:sality as an overall guiding principle,3z aird both Oxfam

and Sida expr€ss simiiar notions on the universal normative relevance and on

the need to view development "beneficiaries" as rights-holders.33

Formally, tlre principle of universality within a human rights-based approach

has been argued to mean that all development programming should have the

objective of improving human rights. In real terms a universal applicatlon of

human rights as the explicit goal of development may test the relevance of their

application and many rights-based organi.zations take more implicit strategies

for the promotion of human rights. In generai, initiatives taken to promote the

universality of human rights fall within three categories, ranging from the most

to the least explicit: 1) explicit reference to the objective of development

proglammes as promotion of specific human rights, 2) buiiding the capacity of

human rights relevant institutions, and 3) promotion of human rights values or

the creation of an enabling environment. Few organisations are proponents of

the first category unless they work wilh specific rights such as the rights of the

child or the right not to be subject to torture, inhuman or degrading treatment.

2e Srcphen Marks, The Human Rights Framework lor Development: Five Approaches. UNDP

Clobal Forum on World Development, October 2000.
30 Annual Report of the Secretarllceneral on the Work of the Organization, UN Doc- A/53/l

(August 1998).
3t UNDB Poverty Reductiox and Human Rights: A PracticeNote ()une 2003),

32 UNICEF, A Hwnan Rights Appraach to UNTCEF Programruing for Chitdren and Women *

WhatIt Is, andsome Changes ItWitl Bring,UNICEF Doc. CFlnXDllgg9-A4 (April 21, 1998).

Available at wrvw'coe-dmha'org/UNICEF/HPT-IntroReading0l'htm'
x3 Sida, Democracy and Human Rights in Swedish Dewlopment Cooperation (February 1999)'

Available at www.sweden.gov.se/con tentl L t c6t 02[04/00/ab9c2080.pdf,
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Mainstream development organisations mainly show examples of the two
latter, whiie even UI.{ organizations may do so in equal rneasure.

4.4. INDIVISIBILITY, INTTRDEPENDENCE AND
INTERRELATEDNESS

The principle of indivisibility, interdependeuce and interrelatedness of rights was

strongly supported by the Vienna Declaration and by the Independent Expert on
the Right to Developrnent and has become an important element of a hurnan
rights-based approach. In its positive form the principle denotes that a sustainable

advancement of any right will depend on a similar advancement of all other
rights. A negative reading of the principle sfresses 'that rro right should be

pursued to the detrime*t of any others, The OHCHR defines the principle by
stating;

Human rights-based approaches are comprehensive in their consideration of the full
range of indivisible, interdependect and interrelated rights: civil, cultural, economic,
political and social. This calls for a development framework with sectors that mirror
internationally guaranteed rights, thus covering, for example, health, education,

housing, justice administration, personal security a nd political participation. 3a

In general what the principle brings to development is a focus on the need for
"holistic" programming or a comprehensive development agenda. Organizations
operationalize a hurnan rights-based approach through a number of chaages,

includ,ing instituting:

new areas of programming;
newmodes of analysis;

increased coordinatiory and
ground rules for development, '

A comprehensive mode of development planning involves the adoption of new
program areas focusing on non-economic aspects of poverfy reduction. Most
rights-based organizations stres$ the need for intersectoral strategies and
approaches and the need to establish syuergies among diferent program types.
UNDR UNICEF, Sida, Oxfam and others have developed and added new
programme types such as institution building, democratic and eiection support,
legal and public sector reform, and media support. The final implication of the
principle of indivisibility - that no program should act to the detriment of any

34 Mokhiber, suprs, note 27,
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human rights has however not been extensively explored by many organisations'

It seems $omewhat sufprising that this dimeosion, which has been extensively

explored within the humanitarian field, has received so margiilal attention

within rights-based development programming'

4,5, ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE RULE OF tAW

Accountability may be the principle where a human rights-based approach

distinguishes itself most clearly from other approaches to development. The

princille is obviously a common requiremelit for all deveiopment activities.

whut ir special about accountabiiity within a rights-based frameworh however,

is that the principte is legalistic and focuses on how to transform rights-holders

from being passive recipients of aid to being empowered claimants'

Once needs are transformed into rights, downward accountability is

emphasized, al.ong with accountability to donors,35 Accourttability within a

rlghts-based framework focuses on organizational accountability and

aiountability between duty-bearer and rights-holder. This implies attention to

new modes of accountabiiity such as laws, policies, institutions, administrative

procedures, and other rnechanisms of redre.ss.36

The UN agencies mirror the definition of the OHCHR, and most other rights-

based organizations also identify the same principles as central to increasing

accountability. The operationalization of these principles, however, differs. Most

initiatives group around three sets of activities:

- aaalysis focusing on rights-holders a:rd duty-bearers;

increasing the accountability of dutpholders; and

strengthening organizational procedures for accountability.

As noted, increasing accountability in Programming to a large ex'tent evoives

around frrcus on the relation between duty-bearers and rights'holders. As noted

by Carolin Moser and Anrly Norton, a potential limitation of a human rights

perspective on accountability is the overriding focus on state-citizen relationships

u* tt. basis of obligations and corresponding rights.37 The expansion of duty-

bearers to include the full rangs of relevant actors, such as individuals, states,

local organizations and authorities, private companies, aid donors, and

international institutions, is a necessary trait of a human rights-based approach'

35 this should not be taken to imply that rights-based <levelopment does not require

accountabilitY toward donors-
36 lbid.
37 Caroline Moser and Andy Norton, To Clqim Aut Rights: Livetihooil Security and Sustainable

Development(tondon: Overseas Development Institute, 200I)'
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but also one that points to the difficulty in keeping a strictly legally centred

approach when exporting the rights-based ideals into a broader development

ugundr. Other avenues include working with capacify building of duty-bearer

with the aim of enabling them better to fulfii human rights, an approach

favoured by UNDP. Many internationai NGOs focus more on strengthening

access to information and the ability of rights-holders to claim their rights.

Lastly, a human ri$hts-based approach is generally acknowledged to require

accountability not only to outcomes, but also to the Processes of development'

This naturai$ applies to all stakeholders, but also to the aid organization itseif.

OHCHR notes the need of rights-based organizations to pay "<lue attention to

issues of accessibility, including to development processes, institutions'

information and redress or complaints mechanisms".3s While few organizations

go as far, most organizations seek to enhance accouatability by focusing on

irrcreased participation of beneficiaries znd acknowledge the need for

institutional accountability in terms of rnanagement based on organizational

effi"ciency, openness, and accountability.

4.6. PARTICIPATION AND INCLUSION

In instrumental terms, participation and inclusion enable people to make

effective decisions on issues affecting their own lives. Human rights-based

approaches require "a high degree of p a rticip ation, i nciudin g from communities,

civil society, minorities, indigenous peoples, women and others. Such

participation must be 'active, free, and rneanin$ful,' so that mere forrnal or

teremonial' contacts with berreficiaries are not sufficient".39

participation and inclusion should be seen as intrinsic to the process of

d.evelopment, and development should reflect peoples entitlement to participate

actively and meaningfuUy in society to the maximum of their potential'

Initiatives to operationalize this prlnciple fall within two categories: 1) increasing

participation in programrning and 2) increasing public participation through

programming (see section 3.4.7).

Increasing participation within programming relates primarily to a number

of requirements to project cycle management. Aid organizations emphasize that

participation must include all phases of programming, including formulation,

implementation, and rnonitoring. The second aspect focuses especi.ally on

strengthening the involvement of media, interest groups, or civil society in public

decision making and. establishing a supportive environment through

38 Mokhiber,suPra,note?7.
3s OHCHR, Wiat Is a Rights-Based Appruach? Available at www.unhchr.ch/developme*lap-

proaches-04.html.
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strengthening accessibility to information and public institutions' Oxfhm goes

further aod focuses also on international issues of participation, such as advocacy

efforts on equitable access and the need for reforrn of the international decision-

malung bodies.

4.7. EQUALITY AND NON-pISCRIMINATION

Access to public decision-making by minorities or vulnerable SrouPs is an

important dimension of participation in development. Non-discrimination

irnplies "[gJiving particulai attention to discrimination, equality, eguity and

, vuinerabl. gtorrpt. This includes grouPs such as women' rninorities, ir:digenous
' 

peopies uod ptitoners, but there is no universal checklist of who is most

rrulnerable in every given conte:rJ".4o

Discrimination [oes beyond the economic sphere and emphasizes how laws'

polices, or administrative practices may create or combat structural

discrimination. A human rights-based approach highlights the fact that a great

deal of poverty originates from political, social, cultural, or institutional

discriminatory practices - both overt and covert - at the international, national,

and 1oca1 levels, Operational implications relate primarily to methodological

requirernents and targeting the vulnerabie.

The need to identify the vulnerabie population in development programs is

noted by all organizations examined in this chapter' UNDP notes that programs

rhould aEcount fgr those whom reach as wellas those whom they do not,althey
Targeting thevulnerable groups is

non-discrimination across all aspects

of inclusion and empowerment.

generallyseen as an issue ofmainstreaming

of programming and creating mechanisms

OPERATIONALIZING HUMAN RIGHTS-BASED
APPROACHES

5

The human rights principies are the distinguishing feature that cuts across all

definitions and interpretations of a hurnan rights-based approach' The principles

may however not easily translate into an understanding of how a HRBA is

implemented and what the key addedvalue is for development.

In our reading, the distinguishing feature of HRBA is that it refuses simply to

place the burden of poverty and injustice on abstract notions such as society or

globalisation. Human rights claims always have a corresponding dutpbearer' A

4a Mokhiber,suPra,*ate27.
4t UNDfl suPta, note 3L.
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central dynamic of HRBA is thus about identifying root causes of poverty,

empowering rights-holders to claim their rights and enabling duty-bearers to

*..* ,h.i, obligations. In this way HRBA calls attention to a number of central

features of poverty arrd development:

the re-emergence of the state agd governailce a$ a central element in

development, through a focus on the interrelation between the state and its

citizens in terms oid.rti*, and rights. HRBA draws attention to the basic

obligation of the state to take care of its most vulnerable citizens, including

those not able to claim their rights forthemselves;

the acknowledgement that severe poverty is a hurnan rights violation' and

that poverty in itself is a root callse of a nurnber of human rights violations'

' looHrrg at'poverty through a lens of justice calis attention to the fact that

poverty is something thai often is imposed on people as an active act of

discrimination and Larginalisation. It also calls attention to what is not

done. Sometimes seYere marginalisation is through acts of omissioU

the growing recognition that poverty is about more than economic needs and

thJ growih-."rri..d development has to address more complex and

fundamental causes of pwerty and inequality such as discrimination'

exploitatiorr aod abuse. This also ensures that poverty is not merely seen as a

fact of individual circumstances or capacities, but rather perceived within the

structures of power and inequity embedded in the local, the national and the

global context

ln impteminting t humrn rights based apprOaeh rl'e suggest four focus areas'

that cut across the human rights principles that may be more gui<iing ior

practical irrrplementation' fhese focus areas are:

focus on the most vulnerable;

focus on root causes of PovertY;"

focus on the relationship between rights-holders and duty-bearers;

focus on empolYerment.

Focusing on the most vulnerable groups means simply that there should be

special altention focusing on the most marginalised people. In particula6 issues

of discrimination should be addressed. This includes addressing to structural

ald indirect fsrms of vulnerability and discrimination in terms of nationai

legislation, public policies (or lack thereof), local power structures or cultural

piactices. Also development strategies should highlight not only what is dore

and who is reache4 but also what is not done and those who are excluded'
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Focusing on the root causes of poverty implies that development approaches

must be cornprehensive and consider not only econOmic improvernents' but

expand people',s choices and their capabiiities to" exercise their rights and

freedoms. Efforts to address poverty shoulcl trace and target problerns as t}ey are

irr**rlilk d through the local, national and international levels'

A focus on the relationship between rights-holders and duty-bearers impiies

analysing and addressing a situation not just in terrns of needs, but in terms of

society's obligation to re$ond to the rights of individuals' This.implies assessing

the role of the state, including gorrrrruri"*,legislation, pubiic administration and

dellvery of public services. It includes recognising beneficiaries as rights-holclers

and to target their abiiity to claim their rights'

Nurturing empowerment implies ,..oilrrg participation not only as a tool for

development, but also as a goal in terms of strengthening capabilities and

pro.*rr*, for public participation. This involves seeking to promote agendas ancl

networks for mobili.sations and constituency and support peoples ability to take

part in goyerilance and claim their rights individually and in groups'

Chapter3.ThelmplicationsandValueAddedofaHumanRights.BasedApproach

5.1. IMPLICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

It is important to examine what the implications of the approach are for

clevelopmerrt. In order to address the specifii meeting points betweeu To,t*: 
u"d

practices, it seems fruitful to examine the basic notions and methodologies of

HRBA and to discuss their implications and assumptio:ts in relation to

development strategies.

In terms of methodoiogical departures, }IRBA departs from other approaches

in identiffing duty-b.*r.r*' obligation and in rights-holders legal entitlements

including the capacity of rights-holders to claim their rights' A constituent

feature of HRBA is also the understanding that some of the human rights

principles, especiaily participation and inclusion, non-discrimination and

equalify and accourrirUiUty .nd tt u rule of law are instrumental in guiding the

pro..rrm and outcomes of implementing development policy'
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Table 1. Human Rights-Based Approaches. Basic Methodologies, Implications and
Assumptions in Relation to Development Policy

Table 1 expiores the implication and assumptions of these fundamental tenets of
HRBA. Implications of duty-bearer human rights obligations are positive as well
as negative obligations42, or obligations to respond to claims raised from rights-
holders, An important development assumption of HRBA is that by applying
HRBA, there are gains to be made in terms of sustainability, effectiveness,
alignment, harmonization and ownership.

An important implication of HRBA is efforts of enhancing empowerment
and advocacy, not least in relation to marginalized and vulnerable groups.'Ihus,
assumptions prevail in human rights circles that poverty alleviation.is possible,
and that Power relations that obstruct pro poor policies can be transformed in
longer term byapplFng HRBA.

The integration of hunran rights principles in development is an important
element in the practices of NGOs when putting human rights-based policies into
practice. There is hardly consensus on exactly what principles to apply, but
principles of participation and non-discrimination are often found in practical
prosramming. A further implication of HRBA is that relevant human rights

For reflections on this, see Manfrecl Nowak, A }luman fughts Approach to poverty. Human
Rights in Development. Yearbook 2002 (Oslo, Nordic lluman Rights Publications, 2005),

42

Departure in:
Duty-bearers'
obligation to respect,
protect and fulfill
human rights

Departure in;
Rights-holders' Iegal
entitlements to claim
their rights

Departure in:
Human Rights
Principles guide the
implementation of
development policies,

especially principles
of accountability,
non-discrimination
and participation

Implication: Negative
and positive obligatious
of duty-bearers
Dutpbearers' required
to be responsive to
claims made,

Implication:
Rights-based
empowerment and
advocacy are integral
elements of HR8.A

Implication I: HRBA
find expressions in
measures to realize
rights entitlements
and to strengthen
human rights
principles

[Iuman rights-based
approaches

Assumption:
Development policies
can become
sustainable, e ffective,

aligned, harmonDed,
and owned bythe
application of HRBA

Assumption: FIRBA
represent elfective
means of combating
poverty and
redressing prevailing
unjBst power and
economic structures

Implication II:
Indicators ofHRBA
relate to human rights
priuciples as well as to
explicit outcome of
realizing rights
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indicators in the context of HRBA practices relate to either hurnan rights

principles or to human rights realization (redressing specific violation or

prevefltion of duty-bearers from interfering with enjoyment of specific rights).d3

There are therefore normative, analytical and operational implications of

applying human rights-based approaches to development.

In terms of the normatiye implications, the emphasis on accountability and

on legal obligations is a key factor. Frorn this derives a notion that development

policy relates to legal entitlements and to a. sphere that could enhance

collaboration between rights-holders and duty-bearers" dependent, however, on

the context of imPlementation'
In terms of the anaiytical implications, applying the approach forces

organizations and institutions to address legal, cultural, and information gaps

and to examine whether pubiic services are adequate, whether rights-holders

have access, and whether non-discrimination and participatory principles and

rights have been ad.dressed.

In terms of operationai factors, key issues are the practices of duty-bearer

efforts to respect, protect and fulfitl human rights whether by sector-policies

allowing services which improve conditions of hurnan rights entitlements, or by

refraining from interference in human rights enjoyrnent. Key operational efforts

relate also to means of organizing and empowering rights-holders and of

strengthening their access to government and their channels of advocacy. Key

op..uliorrul practices relate finatly to collaboration and interaction befween duty-

bearers and rights-holders.
.A,ccording to the human rights doctrine, internatiolal agencies and bilateral

Concrs are obliged tc' eesure that development practices are not harmfui to

human iights, for instance byundermining economic, social and cultural rights.

The structural adjustrnent programs,initiated by the IMF h the 1980s implied,

for instaace, that public spending was cut significantly in many developing

countries, with adverse effects on httman rights. States have an obiigation to

protect human beings against the yiolations of non-state actors subiect to their

control (see chapter 7 in this volume). in the case of human rights abuses of

private actors such as transnational corporations, it is not only the state in which

ih* ho**o rights violations occur that has an obligation to protect its people.

43 See for instance a checklist developetl by Oxfam UK ia use during 2003 to assess whether a

rights-based approach is pursued:
- Do we focus on people's rigtrts?
- Do we concentrate on the worst violations and most vulnerable people?

- Do we $rtpport people to demand their rights?
- Do we strengthen accountability of governments for rights?
- Do we figlrt discrimination and prornote equality?
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this obligation also applies to the state where such corporations are

headquartered.44

6. CONCLUSIONS

Interpretations of a human rights-based approach have evolved conceptually
before being operationally developed. Currently UN agencies, donors, and
NGOs operating at the international and local levels are involved in a process of
operationalization. Such processes demand a clearer and more feasible

conceptualization as well as an understanding of the value added of the approach

compared with other approaches.' Accordi*g to the analysis above, the implications of a human rights-based
approach are analytical and substantive. At the anaiytical level, a rights
framework will imply a different analysis emphasizing not only a focus on rights
and empowerrnent, but also a different focus on accountability and governance.

At the substantiye level, a human rights-based approach irnplies a focus on
rights rather than needs, a focus on rights-based adyocacy, capacity developrnent
in relation to rights implementation, and the "do not harm" principle. A human
rights-based approach has implications for bench-rnarking and monitoring - not
least for performance assessment in relation to human rights respect,

empolrerment, accountability, and institutional capacity building - including
institutional development to seek redress in cases of human rights violations.
Non-discrimination and of vuinerable grouPs should also be included
in rights-based performance measurements, but the methods of non-
discrimination are rrot yet we]l developed.

The analysis above indicates, too, what a human rights-based approach is and
what it is not. While part of the rights discourse tends to focus on participation,
empowerment, and accountability - that is, themes that are recurrent also in the
development field - the specific qrarks of a human rights-based approach are

three characteristics that maybe performed in combination or separately:

programs and projects are developed according to human rights law and
principles;
programs and projects have obiectives of rights reaiization and rights
empowermenh and
programs and projects are defined with compoaents of human rights
accountability.

44

68

See Nowak 20A2 supranote42,?.34.
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A rights-based framework may not have equal releyance in all spheres of
development thinking. The extent to which aileged human rights-based
approaches deal specificaily with human rights issues or human righis-relevant
institutions could serve as an important litmus test. In sum, four dirnensions of
potential contributions of a hurnan rights-based approach in development exist:

1) the foundation in universally accepted norms and legal standards, a fact with
strong implications in terms of accountability and governance;

2) the force oflegalitp which strengthens sustainability and empowerment;
3) the notion of justice forcefully inherent in human rights thinking, with

strong implications for efforts of combating poverty aad marginalization;
and

4) the prospects of defining minimum standards in assessments of no harrn
done.

A hurnan rights-based approach includes normative as weil as practical $ogrces
of inspiration and is applicable and relevant ia fields of development such as
goYernance and the rule of law, Iegal reform and access to justice, eradication of
PoYerty and cliscrimination, and as regards corporate social responsibilify.

At the practical level, we think that a dialogue between developrnent and
human rights advocates may be more fruitful than confrontation as a tool to
advance and consolidate a human rights-based approach. Experiences are being
gained now in the field. Learning frorn these experiences is important to
eonceptual ize *nd consolidate a human rights, based approach.
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